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Abstract. Unlocking a personal device using unlock approaches like
PIN, password or an unlock pattern is insecure, as it is prone to the
shoulder surfing attack: an attacker watching the display during user authentication. Therefore, Face Unlock – using biometric face information
for authentication – is an approach to a more secure personal device
unlock. Unfortunately, when using frontal face information only, the authentication still can be circumvented by a photo attack: presenting a
photo/video of the authorized person to the camera. We intend to create
a Face Unlock which is harder to circumvent by using all face information
that is available during a 180◦ pan shot around the user’s head. Based
on stereo vision, 2D and depth images are recorded of the user’s head,
along with sensor data of the device movement.
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Introduction

Personal devices like smartphones hold important and private user data in the
regular case, like access to emails/private messages, contacts, calendars and location information. Therefore, current smartphone platforms provide lock mechanisms, with which the devices has to be unlocked before usage. Unfortunately,
the majority of current unlocking approaches like entering a PIN/password or
drawing an unlock pattern are prone to the shoulder surfing attack [7] (an attacker watching the display while the user authenticates). An attacker could
therefore perform a replay attack to unlock another person’s personal device.
Face Unlock (face-based authentication) is an approach to unlock a personal
device, which aims to a) increase usability, as the user does not have to remember
an authentication secret and the authentication process can potentially be done
faster, and b) be more robust against the shoulder surfing attack, as replay
attacks are more complicated for face-based authentication. Unfortunately, with
using frontal face information only for Face Unlock, the unlock mechanism can
be circumvented by photo attacks [8] (presenting a photo/a short video of the
user with sufficient quality to the personal device’s camera). For many regular
users, such data can be grabbed from social networks. Therefore, using frontal
face information only for a Face Unlock approach cannot be considered secure
enough for a personal device holding important and private data.
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Face Unlock based on Stereo Vision Pan Shot

We intend to develop a Face Unlock which is more robust and more secure against
photo attacks than with using frontal face information only. Our approach is
based on our previous work [2] and uses all face information available from a 180◦
stereo camera pan shot around the user’s head. Using stereo cameras, we take 2D
and depth pictures of the user’s head at multiple angles, along with gyroscope
sensor data for each pair of pictures. Therefore, to circumvent a system based
on this approach, more information would be needed than when using frontal
face information only, like a 3D model of the user’s head.
Using the recorded pictures, we first intend to perform a face detection based
on the 2D pictures, or a face segmentation based on the depth pictures. For face
recognition, we intend to use different classifiers for a) different angles and b) 2D
pictures and depth pictures. In our previous work, we used Eigenfaces for Face
Recognition [4], which delivered unsatisfying results. Therefore, we are currently
analyzing other Face Recognition approaches to obtain better results both in
the 2D and depth domain – among them are Feed Forward Neural Networks [6]
and Support Vector Machines [5]. To finally combine the output of the different,
used classifiers, we intent to use a boosting technology like AdaBoost [3]. The
results of this analysis will be presented in the full paper.
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Current Results

First face recognition experiments done on the Hagenberg Preliminary Face
Database [2] indicate, that using Feed Forward Neural Networks on pan shot
face pictures results in a more accurate recognition (compared to the results of
our previous work), which coincides with literature [1]. Due to the time intense
training of a Neural Network, training will likely be done on a PC instead of a
personal device – while classification can be done on the personal device, as it
is much faster.
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